
Special Practice-2 
                                                                 Class: Nine 
                                                          Subject: English 2nd Paper 
Time: 1:30 Hours                                                                                                Full Marks: 50 
 
                                                       Part A : Grammar (30 Marks) 
1.Make five sentences using parts of sentences from each column of the table below.1×5=5 
 

Discipline 
It 
The absence of discipline 

must be 
is 
means 
aims 

chaos and disorder in the society 
a very important factor in human life 
not to deny individual freedom 
at maintaining social harmony, order and 
the like 
obedience to some sorts of rules and 
regulations 

2.Change the sentences according to directions .                                                     1×10=10 
(a) Long time ago, there lived a young man called Ruplal .(Compound) 
(b) He lived with his family and worked on a farm .(Interrogative) 

      (c) It was a beautiful place but there were a lot of problems.(Complex) 
      (d) The village people were quarrelsome.(Negative) 
      (e) Ruplal decided to go and live alone in the jungle in order to find peace.(Complex) 
      (f) So he collected his things and went to live by himself .(Simple) 
      (g) Ruplal made a nice little hut for himself in the jungle.(Passive) 
      (h) How happy I am now ! (Assertive) 
      (i) My jungle hut is one of the most peaceful places in the world.(Positive) 
      (j) That night, while Ruplal was sleeping , he heard a noise. (Simple) 
3. Complete the sentences .                                                                                           1×5=5 
(a) He pretends as though------------------ . 
(b) It is high time ,----------------- . 
(c) Had I seen you before------------- . 
(d) Walk slowly lest----------------- . 
(e) No sooner had I reached school------------ . 
4.Make tag questions of these statements.                                                                   1×5=5 
(a)Nowadays , everybody likes cricket,---------- ? 
(b)We hardly miss this game, ---------- ? 
(c)Nothing is more enjoyable to us than cricket, ---------- ? 
(d)Let children play this game,----------- ? 
(e)I along with my friends enjoy this game, ------------- ? 
5.Use capitals and punctuation marks where necessary in the following text.                       5 
why dont you attend the classes regularly the teacher said to the boy you cannot expect a 
good result unless you attend the classes be regular in the classes  
 
                                            Part B : Composition (20 Marks) 
6.Write an application to the Headmaster of your school for  Transfer Certificate.              10 
7.Write a paragraph on “ The Life of a Farmer”                                                                    10 



 
 


